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HiiaHbmHH IO.H.', CKaqKoB,H.B. 
PeJHITHBHCTCKaSI KBapKOBaSI MO'AeJih H HOBbie 
3KCnepnMeHTaJibHhle 'AaHHhle;no :n;..:: Hp-Me30HHhIM pe30HaHCaM . 

. . , . ' 

E2-94-468 
'·. 

· IToKaimo, qTo H0Bhle 3Kcnep~MeHTaJihHhle 'AaHHhle no JierKHMpeaoHaHcaw 
CBfl'AeTeJI:&CTiiyIOT .B noJih3Y TeopeTHtJecKoro npe'ACKa3aHHSI B B03MOX<HOCTH cy
~eCTBo~aHH51 H0B0I'O B036y)I{'AeHHOI'O COCT05IHH5I Jr-Me30Ha C MaCCOH B HHTep
IJcl.Jie M:rr: = 700 + 800 M3R 3TO npe'ACKa3amie 6hIJIO m~.JiytJeH0 B paMKax cpop

.MaJIH3Ma KOBapHaHTHhlx 'AByx•racTHtJHhIX ypaBHeHHH, ncnoJih30BaHHoi:o 
'AJIR IT0CTpOeHHSI ' peJISITllBHCTCKOH . KBapKOBOH MO'AeJIH. .IToJiyqeHhI 
TeopeTHtJeCKHe npe'ACKa3aHH5I . OTHOCHTeJibHO op6H'raJihHbIX . B?36y)I{'AeHHH 
J_t- Hp-:Me30HOB . 

. . Pa6oTa BhIITOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpHH TeopeTHtJecKon: cpH3HKH HM. H.H.Boro
J1Io60Ba H JJa6opaTOpnn cBepxBhIC0Knx 3HepmH OH.sIM. 

IvanshinYu.I., Skachkov N.B. . . r 

Relativistic Quark Model and New Experimental Dafa 
on :n:_:_ and ,o...;. Meson Resonances . 

·, > • -,- • - • •: • • , - •-- '~ , 

It is shown that new experimental data do support the theoreticalprediction 
on_possihle existence"of a new .n- meson excited state wit.h mass in the interval 
Mn =•700 +800 MeV. This prediction was-.obtained in the framework 

of·; covariant formalism for t<vo.:particle equations used for constructii;tg 
a relativistic quark model. New theoretical 'predictions on the position 
of the levels of possible orbital excitations of :n:- and p-mesons are presented. 

~ - - ' , . . . 

'', The investigation has been p~rformed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory 
· of Theoretical Physics and Lab()ratory of Particle Physics, JINR. · 
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1 · Introduction 
. . . 

· The problerri_ of describing the mass spectrum of mesons 
·corriposed of light q~arks is tightiy conu·ected with the prob
lem of relativistic systems ·composed of two and more parti
cles. The apparatus ·of three-dimensional relativistic equa
tio~s for a t~vo-particle system that, has been developed in 
the framework of quantum ·field theory [1] and admits the 
formulation ir1 a three-dimensio~al relativistic configuration. 

· representation [2] has a clear geo1?,1etric analogy with the ap.: 
par at us· of the three-dimensional. Schrcldinger equation. 01.i · 

. its basis, a relativistic vcrsiOIF of the potcutial quark model 
. 1 has been proposed [3, 4]. · · 

Iii ref. [7], the rclativisticpoteutial quark model has beeu· 
used for a siun1ltaucous dcscriptio11 of f.hc mass spectra of 
radial excitati01is of .7r:- aud /J~llteS(HlS/I~~ .the saiue paper, 
the existence ~f thc.7r-lllCSOll radial excitation with the mass 

· .·. in the ~ange j\;[11' . 700.-;- 8001Vfo Vhas been predicted. .·. 
During the last two years, the situation with experimen- , 

tal_ data on the spectra of 1r- and p-inesons has. changed es-. 
sentially. Thus, the last year, ai1 experimental ·evidence for 
a possiqle existence of the resonance structure with i:-meson 
quantum numbers and the mass· 11{r· . 7 49 ± 30Aie v· has. 
_appeared [8]. Thi's yqar, an ex·perimcntal work [9] ha$ been. 
published where the evidcuce for the rcsou~mce structure 
with the 1nass I'vl ,· 1290~5g f\JcV aud qnantum'numb~rs bf 
p-1neson h~is been· presented.··· 

In view of the cippc,irance ·of these w•w <lat,{,· the· question 
. - •,- ' f 

arises of how do these data agree wit.Ii theoretical models 

, 1 For recent reviews of the 1101jrelat.ivistic potential quark .model applications see 
(5', 6]. - . . . 
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describing meson spectra. Here, we shall compare new ex
perimental results with the predictions made on the basis 
of the relativistic quark model [7] . 

2 The Relativistic Poteritial Quark Model 
. 

The formulation of. three-dimensional field-theoretical 
two-p~rticle equations (1] in the relativistic configuration 
representation [2] ·allows the application of the JWKB-" 
method for deriving an approximate (in powers of 1i rather 
than in v2 / c2 ) soluti~n of these equations. A quantization 
condition for the case of a bound state of two quarks of 
equal masses m looks (in the case of zero orbital momen'" 
tum l = 0) as follows [3]: 

11r+ . . 
_ - dr x(r) = >.(n + 3/2). 

7r r_ 
.' (1) 

Here n is the principal quantum number that numerates 
radial excitations of 1r- and p-mesons, >. = 1i/mc is the 
Compton wave length of a quark and r ± are the turning 

points. 
The integrand x( r) is 

x(r) = A1'.chX(r) = ln[X(rr+ ✓x(r) + lL' (2) 

where X(r)-=:=;. [Mc2,7 V(r)]/2mc2,.(Mis amass ofa bound 
state of two quarks) has the physical meaning. of rapidity 
of a particle that mbves in the 'field"of the potential V(r) 
defined ,iri th~- relativistic configurational representation [2,: 

. 3].,·' .,L {- ,J.··,·, ,' ., 

· · The mass spectra ofr7r:.. and p~meson radial excitations 
with the ·zero orbital 'moment· (l =· 0) has been calculated· 
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in [7] by formula (1) with the potential V(r) chosen as a 
sum· of two parts: V(r) = Vcentr(r) + (o\82)½s(r), where 
Vcentr(r) is the central potential and ½s( r) describes the 
form of a spin-spin interaction ( the contribution of tensor 
forces responsible for the transition between the states with. 
different l was neglected). For 7r- and p-mesons those po
tentials had the following form: v1r(r) = V:::ntr(r)-3½s(r), 
VP(r) = Vfentr(r) + ½s(r ). The central potential in the rela
tivistic configurational representation was chosen as· a sum 
of Coulomb 3:nd confining potentials: 

Qt 
"Vcentr( r) = - - + >.r/J. 

r 
(3) 

The confining part was considered in two variants: either 
as a linear potential (/3 = 1) or as an oscilator one (/3 = 2). 

It is to be mentioned that the Coulornb potential given in 
the relativistic configurational representation has a "Fourier 
transform" in the momentum space with asymptotics [4]: 

Vcaui( Q2)Q2-oo = 
81ra 

Q2[n(Q2/m2)" (4) 

This form reproduces the "asymptotically free" behaviour 
of the one-gluon exchange amplitude indt1:ding the running 
coupling constant Cl's(Q2) of QCD. 

3 The Model Predictions and Experiment 

Formula (1) has been used in ref. [7] to fit experimen
tal data on the excited states of 7r- and p-mesons known at
the moment of publication. It is to be remind that at that 
time two resonances with the quantum numbers of1r-meson 
and masses M1rc2) = 1240MeVand M1rca) · 1770MeVweie 
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found [10] and three excited states of p-meson with the
masses 1Wpe2l = 1250 jf <>V, .A1pc3> = 1600 J,,JeV and J1pc11 = 
21.50 AfeV were known. 

Calculation by (1) has shmvn that with the numeration 
of the levels shown above one cannot well describe the data 
with any meaningful values of parameters. Thus, it· v,as 
natural to study the dependence of fit quality on the choice 
of the numeration of levels. It turned out that if the level 
p( 1250) was omitted, i.e. the following sequence for p

meson took place: n = 1: p(770); n = 2: p(1600): n = 
3: p(2150); and for_ 1r-meson: n = 1: 1r(139); n = 2: 
1r(1240); n = 3: 1r(1770), a satisfactory quality of the fit 
would be achiC'ved. · 

Another possibility of the nmneration studied in [7] sug
gests that the resonance p(1250) exists but the state 7r(l240) 
is not the first radial exci tat.ion ( sec Table 1). 

Table 1 

l = 0 Mt\lvleV) 1Wti(JvfeV) 
n=l 139.6 770 
n=2 ? 1250 
n=3 1240 1600 
n=4 1770 2150 

In _this case, the position of the suggested pion's first radial 
excitation depends on the following assumptions use-cl in 
fitting: 

l.If the mass of the third excited level of 1r-meson is fixed 
at the value M1rc1J = 1770 lvf eV, the fit gives 710 111cV for 
the first excitation of 1r-meson. 

2.Ifthe position of M1rc1) is not fixed, the fit gives 760 111 e F 
foi M1r(2J and 1700 MeV for M1r(1J. Nowadays, the resonance' 
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state ri(l 770) exists [11] and has been independently con
fir~ed [12). That is why the first value (710 J\1cV) seems 
to be more preferable. 

For further consideration it is important to emphasize 
once more that the prediction of the position of the first 
radial excitation of 7r -meson as ri(710) is a consequence of 
the physical supposition that the first radial excitation of 
p-meson js p(1250): 

As it has been mentioned in the Introduction, new exper
imental data on ri- and p-meson excitation states have ap
peared since 1983. Thus, the data of ref. [8) are interpreted 
as the indication of existence of the resonance state with 
the ri-meson quantum numbers found in the pion diffrac
tive production on nuclei 

ri- + A ---+ ri+ + ri- + ri- + A. 

The mass value of the found structure is 7 49 ± 30 Me V, 
that agrees well with the theoretical prediction AL1r<2) = 
710 MeV. Nevertheless, due to the fact that the resonance 
p(1250) was omitted by the Particle Data Group during the 
last 10 years, this result, in our opinion, could not be inter
preted alone as a support of the prediction made in [7) on 
the basis(/ of the relativistic quark model. 

The publication of the LASS spectrometer collabora
tion from SLAC [9) which. appeared this year does present 
the clear evidence for the resonance p(l300) with the mass 
1290 ± 30 MeV and the width 120~~8 MeV. 

Despite the fact that the experimental data used in [7) 
have slightly changed from 1r(1240 ± 30) to, 1r{1300 ±·100) · 
and from p(1600±60)) to p(l 700±20), we conclude that the 
evidence for a new state p( 1290) can be treated ·as' a stron:g:' 
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argument in favor of the interpretation of the resonance 
ri(749) as a state predicted in ref. [7) on the :basis of the 
relativistic formulation of the potential quark model. 

4 Orbital Excitations of 1r- and p-mesons 

Formula (1) should be changed in the case of a non-zero 
orbital momentum. The formula for l =/- 0 has been derived 
in [3). Here we use the formula 

1 /r+ 
1r J_ dr x(r) = .A(n + l/2 + 3/4), n = 1,2,3 ... (5) 

which is a relativistic analog of the "modified" quantiza
tion condition, widely used in quantum mechanics [13, 14). 
Its main merit, despite some approximations done in its 
deriving ( quite analogous to the approximations used in a 
nonrelativistic theory 2), is the elimination of the dep.en
dence on the angular momentum l from the integrand, and 
its localization in a simple form in r.h.s. of (5) . 

Here, we· shall use this simple form of the quantization 
condition (leaving application of a more sophisticated for
mula for further publications) because it makes the physical 
picture of orbital excitation levels very transparent. Really, 
comparing formulae (5) and (1), we find that in the r.h.s. 
of (5) the orbitai momentum l appears in a combination 
n + l /2. To this end, the· position of the levels· with l = 2 
can be estimated from Table 1 (with l = 0) by 'shifting the 
value of the principal. quantum number n by -1. So, we get 
Table 2 tnat'cail be treated as a rather approximate indica
tion of the position of orbital excitations. It is interesting to 

. ' •. <; .•· , 

2 For details see [13, 14). 
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note that for part of the levels of Table 2 there already ex
ist candidates for these states3 in the tables of the Particle 
Data Group [11]. 

Table 2 
l = 2 M;heor (Me V) M;heor(M e V) 
n=l 710 1250 
n=2 1240 1600 * 
·n=3 1770 * 2150 * 

Thus, for the state of 1r-meson with l = 2 and n = 3 one 
can find, in these tables, an analog 1r2(1670) with the total 
moment J = 2 (JPC = 2-+), and to the states of the p
meson with l = 2 and n = 2, 3 there correspond states 
p3(1690) and p3(2250) with J = 3 (JPC = 3--). 

It is evident that if one would use in the fit a new value of 
the mass of the first radial excitation of p-meson, i.e Mpc2J = 
l300MeV [11] instead of the one assumed as an input in 
the old fit [7] Mpc2J = 1250 Me V, it would lead to increasing 
values of theoretical predictions for radial excitations of the 
state with l = 2 and thus to a better agreement with the 
experimental values. · 

5 Conclusions 

So, from our point of view, the new data on 1r(749) [8] 
and the evidence for p(1290) [9] 4 can be considered as a se
rious indication that the picture of the sequence of levels of· 
1r-meson radial excitations, proposed in [7] and having pre
dicted the existence of i(2

) (700--=- 800) can becorn~ct. N.ew 
3They are denoted in Table 2 by *. · . , . • . 
4See also section 5 ofref. (15), where a certain structure around M 4" ~ 1300 M eV 

(named as "data excess") is mentioned. 

8. 

theoretical predictions for the position of orbital excitations 
of 7r- and p-mesons open wide possibilities for checking the 
theoretical _scheme for 1r- and p-meson spectra proposed in 
[7]. In subsequent public .. itions. this question will be con
sidered in more detail and on the basis of new calculations. 

The authors express their gratitude to V.G.Kadyshevsky 
and A.A.Tyapkin for interest in the ·work and fruitful dis:.. 
CllSSlOilS. 
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